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H

APTIK was developed with the aim of providing
an easy but powerful low-level access to devices
from different vendors [1].
Several requirements were identified as essential
for such an abstraction layer. It should be easy to
integrate into current projects either when replacing other
access libraries in already haptic-enabled applications or when
adding force rendering to complex existing systems. In the past
years, haptic devices have been used in several applications
ranging from entertainment to medical training (see [2] for a
review). Recently, low-cost haptic devices [3] have been
announced for release in the next years. This will lead to a
quickly growing demand for haptic-enabled applications. As a
consequence, there will be a need to update many existing
graphical applications with force-rendering capabilities.
Such a layer should be highly extensible and customizable.
This is particularly important because the number of haptic
devices is growing, and every project has its own special
requirements (architecture, coding style, and custom algorithms). In general, forcing developers to study and rearrange
the code written by others can be avoided.
It should be easy to learn and use for both beginners and
professionals. Developers are often unwilling to move away
from something they already know unless this represents a real
advantage.
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No noticeable overhead should be added when compared to
the direct use of the native application programming interface of
devices. Haptic-enabled simulations are very demanding in terms
of computational burden due to the high rate (1 kHz) required for
realistic force rendering, therefore any task involved with haptic
rendering, such as accessing devices, must run as fast as possible.
Both backward and future compatibility should be guaranteed. Changes to the API as well as the introduction of new
features should not compromise old applications that, at the
same time, should be able to run unchanged on newer devices.
Even though many libraries are available [4]–[9], none of
them fully address all these requirements, and in some cases, their
design may even prevent some of these objectives to be achieved.
Related Work
There are two ways to access haptic devices: device-specific
low-level API written by the manufacturer and generic highlevel libraries shipped by either third parties or manufacturers.
The former are usually very simple APIs, with a limited set
of features, basically reading the state of the haptic device and
sending forces back (for impedance haptic devices), which only
works for a particular class of devices from the same manufacturer. This category includes, for example, the Delta Haptic
Device API (DHD-API) from Force Dimension [5], a set of
functions to access Delta and Omega devices; the recently
released HD-API from Sensable [4], a low-level API for
PHANToM devices, which implements the features roughly
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available in the GHOST SDK 4.0 through the DeviceIO functions; and the Freedom6S API from MPB Technologies [10],
which can be used to drive Freedom and Cubic devices.
The latter are large libraries that, besides haptic rendering,
typically address graphical and sound-related aspects also. Some
of these can also work with devices from more manufacturers.
Many products belong to this second category: the ReachIn
API [6] was the first haptic-graphic API supporting more than
a particular device; the eTouch API [7] from Novint is a set of
open-module libraries for haptics, graphics, and audio, which
can be freely extended and modified; the CHAI Library [8],
[11], developed at the Stanford University, allows for easy
tweaking of some of its underlying algorithms (collision detection, interaction paradigm, etc.); the recently released H3D
API [9] from SenseGraphics is an object-oriented library based
on the X3D [12] Web standard, which uses the SensAble
OpenHaptics Toolkit [4] for haptic rendering.
The Component Model
Some of Haptik’s advantages come from its component-based
architecture. The component model (CM) is a well-known software engineering paradigm that forms the underlying theoretical
substrate for many current technologies such as CORBA [13] and
Microsoft D-COM [14], as well as Netscape’s XPCOM [15] and
Java’s JavaBeans [16], just to cite a few component-based software
frameworks (see [17] and [18] for a comprehensive introduction).
It suggests a modular vision of software systems, which can be
applied from standard application development, to high level distributed computing as well as down to the metal for OS design
and implementation [19]. Each framework has its own implementation and definition of the CM, typically using only a subset of
the features suggested by the whole model, but they all share the
two fundamental concepts of components and interfaces.
Components are basically objects such as those from objectoriented languages like Cþþ, which additionally enforce a more
strict encapsulation, i.e., there is no way of knowing their inner
details or invoking their methods directly and whose lifetime is
independent from the client code, i.e., they are never created or
destroyed directly. Communication with or between components is only performed through interfaces. An interface is both a
group of semantically related functions that can be invoked as
well as a run-time mechanism used to introduce a level of indirection between components and their clients. This indirection
allows for both binary interchangeability and location transparency. The former indicates the possibility of replacing a component with a different version, even from a different vendor,
without affecting its clients. The latter refers to the fact that a
component can live in the same process of the client, in a different process on the same machine, or even on a different machine
with different hardware architecture somewhere over the network, and all of these possible configurations are transparent to
the client code invoking methods through an interface. While
the CM is not yet natively supported by widely used languages,
many of its aspects can be easily implemented using existing constructs. For example, in Cþþ, components are usually implemented as classes, and interfaces are defined as abstract base
classes, with interface invocations being simply virtual calls.
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Paper Contribution
Unfortunately when focusing on hardware access, all current
libraries present some drawbacks and fail to satisfy all the
needed requirements. In this article, we describe the Haptik
Library and how it overcomes such limitations, achieving
many advantages for the end user.
u Available devices are enumerated by the library, and
applications can easily let the user choose one of them.
u Loading of hardware specific plugins is performed transparently at runtime, allowing the same executable to
run on systems with different hardware configurations,
different driver versions, or even without any device.
u The fallback loading scheme allows the same executable
to use the most recent hardware and driver versions.
The Haptik Library proves to be advantageous for the developer as well.
u Every device component exposes a common interface
on which operations supported by any hardware can
be invoked. In this way, the same executable runs with
many different haptic devices.
u Every device can also expose custom interfaces supporting specific behaviors and features of that hardware, and
thus the application can easily exploit device peculiarities.
u The library supports both polling and callbacks to
allow its usage both in applications that already have
an own haptic thread or not. As callbacks, it can both
invoke procedure and nonvirtual methods on any
object without requiring inheritance. Thus no modification to the class hierarchy is required, and usage is
guaranteed even in nonobject-oriented projects. Both
left-handed and right-handed coordinate systems are
supported to be effortlessly integrated with DirectX or
OpenGL graphics rendering.
All these advantages are guaranteed at the binary level.
Applications compiled using Haptik will work on every supported system, regardless of the kind of drivers that are
installed and whether devices are present or not. The same
executable will run with a newer version of library and plugins, even if new completely different interfaces were introduced, and will work with devices not yet released when the
application was shipped.

Limitations of the Existing Solutions
The use of specific APIs either ties applications to a particular
class of one manufacturer’s devices or obliges them to use many
different APIs, typically very different from each other. In the
latter case, it usually happens that the developer must write
some glue code that works as a common interface to devices
from different manufacturers. Moreover, each of these APIs
requires its own device-specific drivers and runtime libraries.
Even if an application was designed to support a wide range of
devices, it would run only on systems where the runtimes of
all the used APIs are installed. For example, an application
written to use both the HD-API and the DHD-API, will be
statically linked to dynamic link libraries (DLLs) from both
software packages. (DLLs, in Microsoft terminology, are also
known as shared objects on Unix-like systems.)
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Static linking means that dependencies on a specific DLL
are built inside the executable at compile time. However, the
actual loading of a DLL is performed transparently to the application by the operating system at load time. For the application
to be executed, all DLLs from both APIs must be present, otherwise the operating system will raise a load-time link error.
Therefore, even if the application can work correctly with only
one of the two supported devices, the running system must have
both drivers installed. The naive solution to this problem is to
use runtime linking, i.e., explicitly load a DLL in memory, take
addresses of exposed functions, and invoke them through function pointers (see Listing 3), which is unfortunately quite
demanding for procedural C libraries and practically impossible
to be implemented for Cþþ class libraries [20] without resorting to special design patterns. For example, when using the
GHOST SDK, objects are allocated directly by the client code, a
usage pattern that definitely prevents dynamic linking to be used.
Furthermore each one of these APIs has its own programming model. For example, the HD-API uses callbacks and
implements both synchronization and a high-rate thread for
the haptic loop, while the DHD-API and the Freedom6S API
use polling and leave these tasks up to be implemented by the
developer.
Generic libraries, on the contrary, provide standardized
access to more than one device, and they typically fulfill even
other requirements of visio-haptic applications, providing rendering primitives, collision detection algorithms, and physical
models. Therefore, they have great value in research and educational fields, since they allow new algorithms to be easily
tested and simple applications to be developed in a short time.
The drawback here is that all their parts are usually designed to
work in an integrated way, and it becomes really difficult to use
them selectively. For example, adding haptic rendering to an
existing project with its own graphic subsystem requires that
either the application’s engine is dropped in favor of the one
provided by the library or the library is forced to work with a
different graphic system. Each one of these solutions would
require effort or, depending on the implementations, may not
even been feasible. Of course, the same arguments hold for
physics, audio, and collision detection.
Even applications written from scratch can be incompatible
with such constraints. For example, to the best of our knowledge,
most of these libraries have only limited support for last generation graphic technologies such as shaders for programmable
graphic processing units, which will be paramount in the more
recent haptic applications (see [21]–[23] and references therein).
Besides, all the best known libraries of this kind are released in the
form of Cþþ class hierarchy, heavily relying on inheritance and
polymorphism to guarantee a certain amount of flexibility and to
support callbacks. Unfortunately, this structure can cause some
problems for applications that already have their own class hierarchy, which is very likely for nontrivial projects. In this case, it
becomes necessary to merge hierarchies. Although in Cþþ this
is straightforward to implement, it can make source code less
readable and uniform (which is true especially if the two class
hierarchies follow different coding conventions), affecting maintainability, and additionally, it may slow down the compiled code,
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even for parts apparently not directly involved (e.g., using multiple virtual derivation), thereby losing performance.
Moreover, there are some other portability and compatibility
issues, which are mainly related to software engineering design,
that are common to both low-level specific APIs and high-level
generic libraries. The most remarkable one is related to compatibility. Potential changes in future releases to the exposed APIs of
these libraries could require recompilation or even modification
of the application source code, thus preventing any form of
binary compatibility. For example, a recent release of the CHAI
API contains a breaking change that although small, forces application sources to be modified. Even worse however, SensAble
has recently shipped different incompatible versions of its HDAPI, causing applications written using the old SDK to crash
when running with the new runtime, and vice versa.
It is worth noting that some middleware for distributed systems exist [24]–[26], which also provide uniform access to
haptic devices. Unfortunately, while they easily scale to large
systems, allowing for transparent distribution of execution
modules among a network, they poorly scale down to singlemachine, single-process systems, which is instead the actual
domain of the previously described libraries and SDKs. Most
of the middleware are CORBA based, and to the best of our
knowledge, local invocations on all current major CORBA
implementations perform poorly, at least an order of magnitude slower, compared to standard function or method invocations inside the process addressing space. This is due to the
overhead introduced by marshalling of parameters, traversing
the network loopback (or any other IPC interprocess-commnunication facility) with related user-kernel-user switching
unmarshalling. Therefore, the middleware should actually be
considered as the solution to a different problem, the network
distribution of large multimodal applications, which is out of
the scope of the Haptik Library.

The Haptik Library
The Haptik Library is a lightweight library with a componentbased architecture that acts as a hardware abstraction layer to
provide a robust API for accessing haptic devices from different
manufacturers. It does not contain graphic primitives, physicsrelated algorithms, or complex class hierarchies. It exposes
instead a set of interfaces that allow the differences between
devices to be hidden and thus making applications deviceindependent. The library has been built with a highly flexible
infrastructure of dynamically loadable plugins.
In the following sections, we provide an overview of the
Haptik Library and the sample code, showing its use from the
point of view of a client application, and a detailed description
of the library architecture and behavior.
Library Overview
In contrast to existing libraries, Haptik exposes haptic devices
as components. For each supported haptic device, there exists
a component that encapsulates the code and data needed to
communicate with that particular hardware through its native
API. To access a haptic device, an application does not instantiate a certain class from a hierarchy but instead it queries the
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library for an interface to that component. Hereafter, we will
refer to those components representing hardware as simply
‘‘devices,’’ while we will use the term ‘‘haptic device’’ to refer
to the corresponding mechanical haptic device.
All devices implement the standard IHaptikDevice interface (see Listing 1) that can be thought as a sort of abstract
device with six degrees of freedom (DoF), which can be
‘‘played’’ by many different real devices. In this way, applications can interact in a standard way with very different devices. For example, through the common interface, the
position and orientation of the reference frame of a haptic
device can be read. The hardware actually accessed could be
one that has a stylus with six DoF or it could be a simpler haptic device with only three DoF. In the latter case, the component implementation is responsible for simulating the missing
DoF. For example, this can be done by simply reporting an
identity for orientation and ignoring torques (which is the
behavior of all native APIs when six-DoF-related functions
are used with three-DoF models) or by using rigid body
dynamics to reproduce the physical behavior of a mechanical
device. However, true capabilities of underlying hardware
device (actuated DoF, buttons, handles, etc.) can be retrieved
through the IHaptikDevice interface to allow complex applications to perform accordingly.
Listing 1. The IHaptikDevice standard interface. Future
versions of the API will be exposed through additional
interfaces (e.g., IHaptikDevice2, IHaptikDevice3, and
so on) supported side by side with the current one.

One of the advantages of component design is that components can expose multiple interfaces at the same time and are
therefore able to support different APIs, as well as different versions of the same API, simultaneously. Haptik exploits this
design to allow special features of each haptic device to be
available. In addition to the standard interface, each device can
also expose other custom interfaces specifically designed to
reflect enhanced capabilities available only for that hardware.
Even when an interface effectively reflects a single particular
haptic device, the use of interfaces provides some advantages.
Such a device-specific interface can be implemented on
simpler devices simulating the missing capabilities via software,
thus allowing the use of customized applications that, without
this approach, would have worked only with that particular
haptic device. Finally, any real device can ultimately be simulated via software (maybe implementing both common and
custom interfaces) for debugging purposes, and for indicating
when the real haptic device is not available.
The actual implementations of device components are not
contained in the library itself but in a set of runtime loaded
plugins. This pluggable structure, described in the following
sections, allows support for new haptic devices to be easily
added, replacing old implementations with newer versions,
and using custom-written plugins for specific needs. This is
achieved without recompiling either the library or the application. In fact, even the library itself and the plugins are implemented as components so that old plugins will continue to work
unchanged (at binary level) with new versions of the library even
if, for some reasons, the communication protocol the between
liberary and plugins has changed.

interface IHaptikDevice {
UINT32 Init(IN PVOID method ¼ NULL,
IN PVOID object ¼ NULL);
UINT32 Release();

Listing 2. Using a function implemented in a DLL
through static linking.
int DllFunction(int);

// Control and Access

void main() {

UINT32 Start();

int a ¼ DllFunction(3);

UINT32 Stop();
UINT32 Read(OUT HaptikData& data);

}

UINT32 Write(IN HaptikData& data);
// Info & Configuration
UINT32 SetRate(IN FLT32 rateInHz);
FLT32 GetRate();
UINT32 GetInfo(OUT HaptikDeviceInfo& info);
UINT32 SetUserData(IN DWORD userData);
DWORD GetUserData();
UINT32 SetCallback(IN PVOID method ¼ NULL,
IN PVOID object ¼ NULL);
UINT32 GetCallback(OUT PVOID& method,
OUT PVOID& object ¼ NULL_REF);

Listing 3. Using a function implemented in a DLL
through runtime linking (using the Windows API).
The address of each function must be explicitly
fetched and no type-checking can be performed by
the compiler.
int (*DllFunction)(int);
void main() {
HMODULE dll ¼ LoadLibrary(‘‘ACME_Lib.dll’’);

UINT32 GetLastError();

DllFunction ¼ GetProcAddress(dll,‘‘DllFunction’’);

// Recalibration

int a ¼ DllFunction(3);

UINT32 GetCalibrationStatus();
UINT32 Recalibrate();
};
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FreeLibrary(dll);
}
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Example of Using the IHaptikDevice
Standard Interface
When the client application queries an interface, it can explicitly point out the device to be accessed (a particular device, the
first available, the first available from a given manufacturer) and
the type of interface that would be used to communicate.
In the following Cþþ example, the library is queried for
an interface of type IHaptikDevice to access the default device
(i.e., the first available)
IHaptikDeviceInterface device;
device ¼ haptikLibrary->GetDeviceInterface(
HAPTIK_DEFAULT_DEVICE,
HAPTIK_IHAPTIKDEVICE);

As already mentioned, the standard IHaptikDevice interface
exposes the capabilities of six DoF haptic devices and is guaranteed to be implemented by any device. This interface allows
common operations to be performed (initializing, setting up
callback, retrieving info, starting or stopping the device, reading status, and sending forces and torques) on the device components (see Listing 1 for a complete list of methods).
The following piece of code sets up a callback and then
starts the device:

Listing 4. The data structure used by the standard
IHaptikDevice interface for I/O with the device.

device->Init( MyCallbackProcedure );
device->Start();

Note that while Haptik supports different types of callbacks,
for the sake of clarity, this code snippet uses a simple procedurebased callback. For further examples that use other supported
types of callbacks, see bundled documentation in [27]. As soon
as a device is started, the application’s callback (MyCallbackProcedure in the above example) is called at a configurable constant
rate and a data structure containing a snapshot of the device state
is passed as argument. Listing 4 shows the HaptikData struct used
for I/O with the device. On return from the application’s callback, the force and torque fields of this structure determine the
feedback applied to the user. For example, the following code is
a simple callback implementing a gravity well in the origin of
the device’s coordinate system:
void MyCallbackProcedure(HaptikData& data)
{
data.forceFeedback ¼  K * data.position;
}

Alternatively, for applications with their own high-rate
haptic thread, the device can also be configured (by passing no
arguments to Init) to be used in the polling mode, i.e., not
using callbacks. In this case, the Read and Write methods
can be invoked in the haptic thread to get state and set forces as
shown in the following code example:
HaptikData data;
device->Read(data);

// Output from Device
Matrix4x4 matrix;

data.forceFeedback ¼  K * data.position;

Vector3 position;

device->Write(data);

Vector3 velocity;

The device implementation takes care of mapping the
preferred access mode to the underlying native API by running a high-rate thread or providing a synchronized lockfree buffer.

UINT32 buttonMask;
// Input to Device
Vector3 forceFeedback;
Vector3 torqueFeedback;
};

Application Code

IHAPTIKDEVICE

IHAPTIKLIBRARY

Haptik Library
Interfaces

IHAPTIKPLUGIN

IHAPTIKLIBRARYLOWER

Device
Plugin

Plugin

Figure 1. Interfaces exposed by the Haptik Library, plugins,
and device components.
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Library Architecture and Runtime Behavior
The library itself is a component that provides its services to
the above application and to the underlying plugins. Figure 1
shows clients and providers the interfaces exposed by the components in the Haptik Library.
The IHaptikLibrary interface, exposed to applications, provides methods that can be used to collect information about
available devices and to query for interfaces. The IHaptikLibraryLower interface provides plugin access to some centralized
services such as logging and configuring.
Plugins are components that implement the communication
with a particular class of devices through a particular API in a
self-contained module. All specific API-related code, as well as
runtime linking dependencies, are confined to a plugin. Services provided by plugins are the same as those exposed from
the library to the application, but plugins are hidden to the
application, and it is the task of the library to collect information
and route requests appropriately. When a plugin receives a
request for a particular device, it creates a component representing that device and returns an interface of the requested type.
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All the following communications between the client (i.e., been recently ported to GNU or Linux. A Mac OS X port is
application or another plugin) and the device component will also in progress. The API does not contain any platform specific details to allow client code to be portable. Plugins to use
go through this interface and will not cross the library.
Plugins can also query for interfaces to devices imple- haptic devices from SensAble, ForceDimension, MPB Techmented by other plugins. In this way, device capabilities such nologies, and Haption exist for both platforms.
Although Haptik is written in Cþþ, as for almost every
as logging or debugging can be easily chained on top of the
component-based technology, it can be used directly (i.e.,
existing plugins. We refer to this feature as internal recursion.
The architecture of the library is reported in Figure 2. The with no interposed wrapper software) by any language supHaptik Library consists of its main DLL (a shared object on porting function pointers. Adding support for one of these
GNU or Linux systems), Haptik.Library.dll, which is usually languages is usually just a matter of porting the related
statically linked by the application and a series of additional headers. In the same way, plugins can also be written in
DLLs, each containing a plugin and loaded transparently at almost any language (even if performance requirements and
runtime. At runtime, and only when needed, the library tries the availability of native SDKs usually restrict the choice to
to dynamically load and initialize plugins. Loading of some C or Cþþ).
It is worth noting that Haptik, despite being designed and
plugins could fail, in fact, plugins are typically statically linked
to some device specific DLLs that could be missing. For exam- implemented following the CM philosophy, does not depend
ple, a plugin that exposes PHANToM devices depends on the on any particular framework and is a stand-alone library with
presence of the corresponding drivers and DLLs, and if these absolutely no external dependencies. Notwithstanding that, it
have not been installed, the operating system will refuse to load can be easily extended to be accessible also through some CM
the plugin’s DLL due to the unresolved references. In this case, frameworks.
To simplify the prototyping phase of haptic projects, we
the plugin is simply skipped and will not prevent the applicaare extending the languages and environments compatible
tion from running.
A fallback loading scheme is implemented inside the library with Haptik. There have already been releases such as
to address versioning problems. For example, various different MATLAB MEX file, an S-Function for Simulink, and a
plugins exist for PHANToM haptic devices: Phantom42OH, Java Native Interface (JNI) [28] wrapper, whereby haptic
Phantom42, Phantom40, and Phantom31. Each one is built devices can be easily used from MATLAB command line
with a particular SDK (i.e., HD-API 1.1, HD-API 1.0, GHOST and m-files (see Figure 3) in Simulink models (see Figure
4.0, GHOST 3.1) and depends on a particular driver version and 4) as well as from Java applets (see Figure 5) and standalone applications.
a set of the manufacturer’s DLLs.
Clearly, the use of these platforms for high-end real-time
At runtime, if Phantom42 could not be loaded because the
latest drivers are not present, then the library automatically haptic applications is restricted as they are all based on virtual
tries to load the other variants of the plugin. In this way, appli- machines and runtime interpreters and therefore affected by
cations always use the most recent drivers but keep working severe performance problems, an exception being made for
unchanged on systems with older drivers installed. As previ- compiled Simulink models.
ously stated, this DLL dependency is
one of the main problems with other
haptic libraries, but with the proposed
Application
Application
architecture only plugins are affected,
Code
Executable
while the application can run despite
the drivers and the DLLs presence and
Static Linking
version.
Library
Haptik Library
After the loading phase, all plugins
DLL/SO
are queried for supported devices, and
Runtime Linking
all this information is collected and
Hardware
uniformly exposed to the application,
Device
Device
Plugin
Plugin
which can then request an interface to
DLLs/SOs
Software-only
Extension
a device and start using it. Using interPlugin
Plugin
Device
Device
nal reference counting, the library
keeps track of the plugins that are curStatic Linking
rently used and when the unused ones
Native API
Native API
can be safely unloaded, thus guaranteeDLLs/SOs
ing no useless waste of memory.
Hardware

Platforms, Hardware,
Languages, and Environments
Currently Haptik runs on Microsoft
Windows 2000/XP platforms and has
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Figure 2. Architecture of the Haptik Library. Components are represented with
rounded rectangles, interfaces with solid lines with a point-head. Horizontal lines
represents EXE or DLLs boundaries. On the left is reported the type of linking.
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Table 1 reports the timings of three very simple test applications, each one implemented for all platforms, and has been
intended to provide an indicative comparison of performances
for these two environments when compared with a native
Cþþ compiled executable. Reported frequencies refer to the
average value achieved by the inner loop of each test application
performing access to a haptic device, collision detection, and
haptic rendering.
All applications use synchronous polled access to control
the haptic device. Currently this is the only form of access
available through Haptik on these platforms since both MATLAB and Java timers present very poor realtime performances
and suffer high latency, making it difficult to implement a
robust callback-based service. (MATLAB timers are implemented using Java timers.)
The first example is the classic gravity well, one of the most
used examples for haptics, which represents an upper bound

for the achievable rates. This example runs at 10 kHz under
MATLAB and at 142 kHz under Java. Their native Cþþ
counterparts run at 2,237 kHz (Table 1).
In the second example, a nonnaive yet simple haptic rendering of a sphere is measured. This application achieves 6.4
kHz under MATLAB, 105 kHz under Java, and 2,014 kHz for
the corresponding Cþþ counterpart.
The third example reports a fully fledged haptic application
performing triangle–based collision detection and haptic rendering with a very simple model: a cube composed of 12 triangles. This sample runs under MATLAB at the very low rate of
0.13 kHz, while the Java and Cþþ versions run at 24 kHz and
569 kHz, respectively.
Finally, in the last example, we added a simple console output to the gravity well to evaluate text based I/O. The MATLAB rate drops down to 0.25 kHz, while both the Java and
Cþþ applications run at 10 kHz due to the common bottleneck of Windows consoles.
As expected, performances of haptic-based applications
under these two platforms are an order of magnitude slower
than a compiled executable. However, performances for the
Java platform are acceptable, making the language usable for
medium- and low-end visio-haptic-enabled applications.
While the MATLAB environment is not suitable for

Figure 3. Accessing haptic devices from MATLAB through the
Haptik MEX wrapper.

Figure 5. A simple Java3D application running as an applet
within a browser and using haptic devices through Haptik.

Table 1. Timings of simple test applications using
haptic devices in three different environments:
MATLAB R13, Java, and Native (C or C++).
Application
Gravity well
Three-dimensional sphere
Cube (12 triangles)
Gravity well with console I/O

Figure 4. Accessing haptic devices in a Simulink model
through the Haptik S-Function block.
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MATLAB
(kHz)

Java
(kHz)

C++
(kHz)

10
6.4
0.13
0.25

142
105
24
10

2,237
2,014
569
10

All measures (average values) refer to the same test machine, a 3-GHz
Pentium IV processor running Windows XP.
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interactive visual feedback, it can be used for rapid prototyping
in haptics and for teaching purposes.
Integration with Client Code
The Haptik Library has been designed from the start to be
highly flexible and easily usable on large existing projects, even
when replacing access to haptic devices obtained through
other libraries or native APIs. To achieve these objectives, the
following features are provided by Haptik:
u both right handed and left handed coordinate systems
are supported to natively coexist with both OpenGL
or DirectX based rendering engines; matrices and vectors returned by the library can be directly passed to
the graphics API with no intermediate conversion
u devices can be accessed both by polling, for applications that already have a high-rate haptic thread, and
through rate-configurable high priority callbacks
u the library can use many mechanisms to invoke callbacks, allowing developers to choose between procedures, inheritance-based virtual methods or nonvirtual
methods on any object, and this flexibility allows the
library to be used both in procedural and object-based
projects (in the latter case without requiring any
change to the class hierarchy)
u both the library and plugins are re-entrant, i.e., they
could be safely invoked by concurrent threads, to be
easily used even in multithreaded applications.
All these features make the integration of the Haptik
Library in existing applications an easy task that does not
require any change to the application architecture.

Comparisons and Performance Analysis
The use of the Haptik Library allows the drawbacks involved with
the direct use of native SDKs to be overcome. First, by directly
using native APIs the code strongly depends on a particular
device. On the contrary, applications written on Haptik are independent from the actual hardware and will run even on haptic
devices not yet released. Moreover, applications that directly use
native APIs require a particular driver version. In Haptik, only
plugins have such a constraint, but their dynamic loading allows
the client application to automatically use the most recent supported driver version and to run even if drivers are not installed at
all. Trying to implement runtime linking is tedious and error
prone for procedure-based SDKs and, as already stated, requires a
particular design in class-based SDKs. Finally, each one of these
APIs has its own programming paradigm while Haptik supports
both. Note that all these advantages are obtained without losing
performances as explained in the following section.
With respect to high-level libraries, we recall that Haptik
has not been designed to replace frameworks such as CHAI,
but it can be considered as a possible layer between hardware
devices and higher-level procedures within these and other
robotics frameworks. For instance, Haptik has already been
used to implement alternative classes for device access with
both CHAI and H3D. Consequently, comparison between
Haptik and these high-level libraries can be considered fair
enough for aspects regarding access to haptic devices.
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First, Haptik is low level. Gaining low-level access to devices through high level libraries, even those released by manufactures, is often not an easy task. Secondly, Haptik has a fast
learning curve. Due to their complexity high-level libraries
require at least a knowledge of the class hierarchy to be used.
Moreover, accessing devices without using the high-level
functionalities, is not straightforward. With Haptik, three lines
of code (as described in the previous section) are enough to
start using a device. Finally, being noninvasive and highly flexible, Haptik can be easily used together with any other library
for three-dimensional rendering, collision detection, or physical simulation.
Regarding the technological issues, to the best of our knowledge, Haptik offers the highest achievable degree of binary
compatibility. It is worth noting that even many generic highlevel libraries suffer the DLL dependency problem or work with
just a single device type. Moreover, due to their Cþþ class hierarchy structure, even small changes to the API would break past
and future code and executables compatibility.
Performance Considerations
One may question that such a runtime loading architecture
and the use of interface invocations may be the cause of a
performance decay. However, we will show that there is no
overhead with respect to a statically linked object-based code.
Once an application obtains an interface to a device, the library
is completely stepped over and not crossed by interface invocations, which instead jumps directly to the code that handles
communication with the hardware device (as sketched in
Figure 2). Moreover, dynamic-loading (and unloading) allows
for a lower-memory footprint with respect to statically linking
multiple libraries.
Even the low overhead added by interface invocations does
not affect the performance of the haptic loop, because interfaces are used only during initialization while, in the haptic
high-priority thread, communication is performed through
callbacks exactly as with many other procedural or objectbased libraries. Moreover, Haptik avoids the need to expensively call methods to get pieces of the device state during the
callback by collecting the whole state before and then passing
it as an argument to the callback.
In addition, using low-level callback techniques [29], the
Haptik Library does not require any changes to the application
class hierarchies, and at each loop, performs a direct address
invocation instead of a virtual call as in classic inheritancebased callback techniques.
Even when we compare the use of the Haptik Library to the
direct use of native SDKs, we can point out that Haptik does
exactly what any application directly using a native API would
do, i.e., calling native methods to get the status of the device
(orientation, position, and velocity) and to send back forces
and torques. The additional operation that Haptik performs is
only to invoke the application callback, passing a pointer to the
structure where data from the device has been received. Consequently, the overhead added by Haptik’s architecture can be
identified in an additional function and method invocation, a
cost in the order of CPU clock cycles (i.e., nanoseconds on
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GHz processors), which is, for example, far below the cost of
any memory allocation (e.g., using malloc/new in C or Cþþ).
These arguments are confirmed by experimental results
obtained by profiling the executions of three test applications
written using Haptik, the HD-API, and CHAI, respectively.
All measures have been collected using the Intel VTune Profiler
on a 3.0 GHz Pentium IV processor running Windows XP.
The three test applications simply perform full access to a
PHANToM device (i.e., reading position, orientation,
velocity, button status, and sending both forces and torques)
using callbacks at the target frequency of 1 kHz. The callback
of the application using Haptik is an empty function, since
device state is already collected by the library, and forces and
torques are applied on return, while the callbacks for the
other two applications invoke functions in the HD-API and
methods in the CHAI class hierarchy, respectively, to get state
and to send back forces and torques. For our purposes, profiling such an empty (i.e., no haptic rendering, just hardware
access) application callback is perfectly meaningful, even
mandatory. In fact, we are interested in measuring only hardware-access performances, i.e., the time spent in each loop to
gather the state of the encoders and to command the motors
of the haptic device. All other computations usually executed
in the callback, such as collision detection or haptic rendering, are therefore completely unrelated and must be omitted
to ensure that the callback contains only codes related to
hardware access.

Table 2 reports timings for each one of the four test applications. Each value is a measure in microseconds of the time
spent by the haptic thread executing the code in that module
for a single loop. For example, the values for each test_*.exe
application refer to the time spent executing the callback, since
this is the only part of each test application running in the haptic thread. Reported times are averaged over a 10-s window
(i.e., about 10,000 loops) measured in the middle of a longer
execution, to ensure both cache and memory warming. Likewise both initialization and cleanup are performed in a different thread (i.e., the main one) long before, after the beginning,
or end of measures and thus not affecting timings. Also note
that such profiling is invasive and adds a variable overhead to
each module by injecting the code used to record timings in
the prologue or epilogue of each traced function. For example,
the empty callback in test_haptik.exe gets compiled to a single
ret instruction, thus achieving an almost zero execution time
when executing without profiling. Therefore, its measured
time is mostly due to the profiler presence.
Notwithstanding the unavoidable inaccuracy affecting
these measures, comparison of timings between the Haptik test
and the HD-API test does confirm our previous performance
analysis. The time spent by the first test application executing
Haptik.Phantom42OH.dll, i.e., the plugin which is actually
performing access, roughly equals the time spent in the callback by the application using directly the HD-API. Moreover,
both applications spend the same time in the phantomiolib42.dll
and hd.dll modules, which contain the actual implementation
of the HD-API. And finally this time represents almost the
whole time spent by the haptic thread in each loop.
Even if the absolute values of these results will change
between hardware architectures and processors, their relative
ratios will remain substantially unchanged. Therefore, we can
conclude that applications using the Haptik Library run at least
as fast as applications using other libraries.

Using Haptik in a Complex Robotics System
This section presents as a case study the example of a robotics
system developed using the Haptik Library. It shows how the
software for a complex haptic-enabled system has been easily
Figure 6. The MHG robotics system.
built, thanks to the abstraction level and the extension features
provided by the library.
The mobile haptic grasper (MHG), shown in FigTable 2. Timings of three test applications written
ure
6, is a robotics system that performs grasping tasks
using Haptik, HD-API, and CHAI.
and multicontact virtual reality interactions in true
large environments by providing the user with two
Module
Haptik
HD-API
CHAI
mobile haptic devices, i.e., haptic devices whose base
test_haptik.exe
0.148353
–
–
can move. The MHG in fact consists of a holonomic
test_hdapi.exe
–
1.087316
–
mobile platform on which two haptic devices have
test_chai.exe
–
–
2.615074
Haptik.Phantom42OH.dll
1.276979
–
–
been fixed. The motion control strategy for the mobile
hd.dll (HD-API)
13.749866
13.525736
14.371257
robot optimizes its trajectory, trying to ensure that the
phantomiolib42.dll (HD-API)
45.919428
45.927314
43.905412
tool-tips of the two haptic devices remain inside a prephantomdriver.dll (CHAI)
–
–
1.650137
defined region of their respective workspaces: when
phantomHD.dll (CHAI)
–
–
0.892563
one of the tool-tips goes outside this region, the platTotal
61.094626
60.540366
63.434443
form moves to bring back the relative position of the
Reported values are in microseconds spent on average executing code inside
tool-tip within the optimal range. Consequently,
the interested modules for each iteration of the haptic loop.
when the user moves, the MHG follows this motion
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simulating a larger workspace for haptic devices and thus
allowing the exploration of large environments. For more
details see [30 and the references therein].
The rationale behind the design of the software for the
MHG is that every mobile haptic device can be thought as a
grounded device with a huge workspace. This abstraction still
holds when considering more than one device, even if they
actually share the same mobile base as in this case. Therefore
the whole MHG system, which is actually composed of a
mobile platform with two grounded haptic devices, from a
software point of view can be thought simply as two mobile
haptic devices, which in turn are equivalent to two grounded
haptic devices with a huge workspace. This abstraction allows
algorithms written for two or more grounded devices to work
unchanged in this new mobile scenario. Therefore, existing
applications can be easily reused by extending the software
that handles the grounded haptic devices to support the new
mobile haptic device abstraction. Building on this idea and
taking advantage of Haptik’s extension features dramatically
reduced the development time of the software for MHG by
reusing most of the software developed for previous projects.
This has been made possible by encapsulating all the code
devoted to the mobile robot control into the mobile plugin,
which provides the new mobile device abstraction by combining the state of the mobile platform with the state of grounded
haptic devices accessed through the library internal recursion
mechanism. In this way, any device already supported by the
library can be automatically ‘‘mobilized.’’ These new mobile
device components implement the standard IHaptikDevice
interface by simply combining the tool-tip orientation,
obtained from the grounded haptic device, with the current
robot orientation. Note that client applications using the
IHaptikDevice interface run unchanged on these new extended
devices. In fact for the MHG an existing grasping application,
the Grasp3D [31] software, written almost a year before, has
been used unchanged to show such mobile capabilities. Figure
7 shows the software architecture of the MHG.
Later, to fully exploit the potentialities of mobile devices a
custom interface, IHaptikMobileDevice, has been implemented
into device components within the mobile plugin. Through
this interface, applications can retrieve the reference frame of
both the tool-tip and the mobile base, using the latter, for
example, to drive the camera in virtual environment applications. In this way, thanks to the library architecture, existing
applications will work unchanged on mobilized devices, while
newer applications can also use this custom interface, taking
advantages of newer capabilities.
Using Haptik as the framework to build the needed features
for the MHG system allowed the reuse of the unchanged existing software while making the new mobile abstraction available for any other project.

filtering, logging, and debugging. In what follows we will
describe the software-only plugins currently bundled with
Haptik: the Spectre plugin, which provides a mouse-driven
virtual device; the Remote plugin, which allows for simple
network transparency; and the Betamax plugin, which adds
recording and playback capabilities on top of every supported
device.
The Spectre Plugin
The Spectre is a plugin implementing virtual haptic devices.
In particular, the Mouse Spectre (shown in Figure 8) is a
mouse-based virtual device that simulates a PHANToM (or
any stylus based six DoF device) and that can be used for
debugging purposes or when no haptic device is available.
Using a common three-button wheeled mouse, the user can
control position and orientation of the simulated stylus.
Through the menu, one can choose to ignore or apply to this
virtual device the interacting forces and torques that are also
graphically shown. The Mouse Spectre has been designed to
be highly configurable: workspace dimension, callback
frequency, white noise, scale factors for forces and motions,

WindowsXP
Grasp3D

Haptik Library
Mobile
Plugin

Device
Plugin

Haptic
Device

Mobile
Robot
GNU/Linux

Figure 7. The software architecture of the MHG.

Other Plugins
Plugins were originally designed as a way to encapsulate both
dependencies and communication with a particular class of
haptic devices but proved to be a powerful way to extend the
library with many useful nonhardware features, such as
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Figure 8. The Mouse Spectre supports alpha-blended
transparency to allow layering on top of client application
windows.
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as well as many window-related settings that allows perapplication customization.
Of course the Mouse Spectre does not replace a real haptic
device, as many force-rendering algorithms perform very differently (with regards to stability) when used with or without a
real device. The Mouse Spectre is very useful whenever haptic
devices are not available, for example, in teaching, debugging,
or in research, to test, for instance, multidevice applications.
The Remote Plugin
The Remote plugin exposes haptic devices physically connected to remote computers, available through TCP or IP
based networks, as if they were directly connected to the running host. This plugin is not intended to replace middleware
solutions for complex network distribution or dedicated solutions to the remoteness problem, such as the Handshake’s
proprietary time delay compensation technology, TiDeC,
used in the proSENSE toolbox [32], but it is an easy way to
use remote devices on a local area network (LAN). A simple
server application, which uses Haptik on its side to get access
to devices connected to its host, should be running on
machines with connected hardware. During initialization,
the Remote plugin searches for running servers, with a
broadcast on the connected networks, and collects information from all of them. If access to one of these devices is
requested (i.e., from the application or from another plugin),
the Remote plugin instantiates a remote method invocation
proxy that will provide communication with its peer running
in the remote server process (Figure 9). The current state of
the device and the user interaction data flow between the
two end points through a simple UDP-based channel. While
discussing the used protocol, which is outside the scope of
this paper, we have chosen not to use TCP or any other reliable protocol to reflect the streaming nature of the state replication problem. However, nothing prevents a different
implementation or another plugin from providing the same
services through a different protocol.
The Remote plugin exploits this ability especially with
haptic devices connected through PCI-cards, which are difficult to move away from their host computer, or with printer-

Remote
Server

Application

Haptik Library

RMI
UDP/IP

Haptik Library
Device

Device
Remote
Plugin

Plugin
Hardware

Host A

TCP/IP
Network

Figure 9. The RemotePlugin architecture.
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port connected devices and notebooks without such a port.
Using this plugin, these devices easily can be made available to
applications running on other computers connected through
the network.
As for all distributed real-time applications, the transparency of the Remote plugin depends both on the available
bandwidth and the transmission delay of the used network.
Regarding the bandwidth, a simple network traffic analysis
confirms that even the bandwidth available on old 10 Mb/s
LANs is greater than the used bandwidth.
On the other hand, as far as the transmission delay is concerned, network performances affect the user experience.
Depending on the communication media, we have experienced
unperceivable delays when a cross cable connection is used and
unacceptable delays with wireless networks. Note that, as
already discussed, the Remote plugin in its current implementation does not use any technique for compensating time delays.
The Betamax Plugin
The Betamax plugin is another example of how additional features can be layered easily without modifying either the library
or the plugins. It extends the library by providing recording and
playback capabilities on top of any supported device. When
recording, the plugin actually accesses another device through
internal recursion and then both reports the state to the application and saves it to a buffered log file. During playback, this log
file is reproduced without accessing any device and the force
feedback from applications is simply ignored. The Betamax plugin can be particularly useful for debugging to reproduce haptic
interactions causing application failures.

Conclusions
The Haptik Library is an easy yet powerful way to access haptic
devices. It introduces many advantages besides device independency, such as driver version transparency and both backward and future binary compatibility with new devices,
drivers and APIs, thus solving many problems that arise when
using other libraries or native SDKs.
One of the key features of the Haptik Library is its pluginbased architecture that allows the addition of support for latest
devices and drivers without requiring recompilation of the
library or existing client applications.
Moreover, the library has been designed to be easily used in
existing complex applications with different architectures and
even when replacing previously used libraries for haptic device
access. Its use is therefore recommended to add haptic rendering into already existing applications, to develop research
applications requiring custom graphic engines, and to achieve
easy but powerful low-level access to haptic devices.
Current limitations of Haptik are its lack of support for nonmainstream devices and minor differences in features between
the Windows version and the recent GNU or Linux port.
The Haptik Library is an open project and anyone can
implement their own plugins and design new interfaces. In the
long term, we aim to create a scenario where manufacturers or
interested research groups design custom interfaces for new
devices and make the related plugins available while the whole
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haptic community defines common interfaces and protocols.
We believe that this approach can help to set up a framework
to start defining standards for haptic applications.
Work is in progress to extend the Haptik Library with a new
family of plugins that provide access to force sensors that are typically related to haptics through a custom interface. Besides
abstracting standard sensor tasks, such as configuring, controlling
data sample acquisitions or routing of trigger signals, these plugins will be designed to provide additional services generally not
handled by low-level APIs such as powerful buffer management,
transparent data conversion, and multidevice synchronization.
The current version of the Haptik Library is being successfully used both for high-end visio-haptic development and as a
teaching tool, by researchers and students from many institutions, such as University Vita Salute San Raffaele, Milano, Italy,
University of Pisa, Purdue University, Stanford University,
National Institutes of Health, and the National Research Council of Canada. The Haptik Library and all related materials can
be freely downloaded from http://www.haptiklibrary.org.
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